
With more than 12,000 outlets and franchises worldwide, this well-known quick service restaurant chain wanted
to understand more about its products, franchisees and customers — information such as how the various
brands were performing and what promotions were most effective.  Knowledge workers in Franchising,
Marketing, Sales, Product Development, and the Executive Management team would utilize this information to
make decisions about which products and services needed to be developed and delivered to the franchisees to
further drive company expansion and profitability.

BBUSINESS CCHALLENGE

The company needed a business intelligence solution that provided access to a single, reliable source of
information necessary to better understand their products, franchisees, and customers.  They lacked the tools to
efficiently gather and aggregate the data that was available at their multiple retail outlets and ultimately use it to
distill actionable information about their customers and product performance. Data was being gathered at the
franchise level in numerous point-of-sale (POS) systems across the organization.  Not only was this information
not easily accessible it  was also difficult to correlate with other sources of internal and external data.
Knowledge workers spent nearly 80 percent of their time manually gathering and piecing together data from the
disparate systems before they could gain the insight needed to make decisions on product enhancements. 

To help address these issues, the retailer sought a solutions provider with large-scale business intelligence and
data warehouse implementation expertise.  

 

huge quantities of data captured in the numerous POS systems and provide the business insight they sought.  A
data warehouse capable of storing, integrating and delivering large amounts of information was developed and
analytical tools were established for analyzing the aggregated information.  The solution was created using an
open systems architecture which could later scale to accommodate the expected increase in franchises and the
continually growing volumes of data collected.

The Marketing Analytics solution was created using an Oracle back-end database with Oracle Discover on the
front end to create reports and analysis.  The data could then be analyzed by various criteria such as same
store/same week, day of week, weekday vs. weekend.  These datasets could be further analyzed by order mode
(counter vs. drive thru), register and tender type (coupon, gift certificates, loyalty card, etc.).  Data Stewardship
and Data Quality programs were also implemented to ensure ongoing, high quality information.

The client could now collect a daily feed of POS data from a representative sample of the franchise restaurants—
over a billion rows of data from multiple POS systems every night — and aggregate it in the data warehouse
along with other critical data and metrics such as retail information, profitability metrics, and third party
information.   

RRETURN ON IINVESTMENT

The BI solution implemented provided a central point of access to information that was both understandable and
usable by knowledge workers. This new BI application now serves as the primary system for data requests
across the organization, and it has allowed the client to phase out redundant reporting systems. The time spent
gathering information was reduced from weeks to just hours — allowing knowledge workers to spend more of
their time on analysis instead of data compilation.  These efficiencies alone made the project a success.  

The business has benefited dramatically by gaining a thorough understanding of how each brand performs in
various markets and which marketing promotions have the most impact in those markets.  The client can better
determine the products and services it needs to deliver to its franchisees and customers as well as effectively
measure the impact of these business investments.

The data collection process continues to accelerate and user adoption of the system has become widespread.
Now with an integrated, single trusted source of information the company has gained new insights into
profitability, price elasticity, menu item performance, and market share. This ability to recognize opportunities for
profitable business growth is critical to the company's strategic vision and continued success.
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McKnight worked with the client to create a business intelligence solution that would allow the client to leverage 

Retailer Deploys Master Data Management with McKnight to Establish a Solid
Information Foundation 

With 3,000 stores across North America offering electronics, furniture, computers and appliances to over a million 
active customers across multiple store concepts, this retailer found itself at a crossroads.  

From the stores to the Field Support Centers, it needed to transform how it collected and analyzed customer, rental 
and other business information. When this transformation is complete, people, processes and new technology must 
work together to strengthen customer relationships, increase profitability through better customer conversion and 
retention and reduce operational costs.

Thus began of a set of initiatives to modernize applications, processes and systems.  Early in the process, the 
leaders came to understand that clean, accessible, shared and integrated data would form the foundation of the journey.

They needed a solution that would provide a reliable source of customer, product and store information to its new 
point-of-sale system, customer relationship management system, financial system, human resource system and 
others over time.  They also needed to streamline several business processes.  To help address these issues, the 
company sought a strategist and solutions provider with a history of improving businesses by harnessing the power 
of information.  It needed a provider who could address its need for master data management (MDM).

McKnight Consulting Group (MCG) worked with them to create an MDM solution that delivered:

• Clean and de-duplicated customer data, in the process consolidating rental accounts when they should refer back 
to the same, singular customer
• A new definition of “customer” as an individual person with multiple relationships to the retailer, not an account number
• Product Information management MDM and data governance
• Customer Data Integration MDM and data governance
• Store workflow and Organizational hierarchy management MDM and data governance

To enable the functions, McKnight helped set up a contributing data governance group consisting of a cross-section 
of DVPs and EVPs and conducted short-listing, RFI, RFP and POC of the MDM marketplace to select the MDM 
tool.  A 2-3 year go-forward plan for MDM was built and maintained.

All projects included a strong methodological foundation, including:

• Quality Assurance and end-to-end environments, test cases and testing
• Organizational change management activities including stakeholder analysis and planning, organizational impact, 
training, deployment readiness
• Robust documentation delivered and maintained including business requirements, functional design, use cases, 
interface technical specifications and architectural documentation
• Delivery to security requirements including https, LDAP, role-based IDs, encryption, etc.
• High levels of Internal Audit participation
• Weekly status reporting, issues logging and monthly executive updates
• Requirements, Design, Development, Testing and Production project flow

McKnight exhibited an outstanding interest in and understanding of the business. Our process, organizational and 
architectural focuses were keys to success.  Several important subject areas in Master Data Management were 
delivered with high efficiency and quality.  With McKnight, they have a solid information foundation from which to 
deliver on their vision.

The cleaned data feeds into the new store POS system and eventually will feed into many systems. The data 
governance processes are streamlining new product and store introductions.  The team’s efforts underscore how 
accurate information is an asset.  MDM is providing a solid information foundation for MAPS projects and company 
growth.    

McKnight and MDM have empowered this retailer to work even better, as one company, with one vision.   

    "Thank you to the MDM Team"
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